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Interview with Professor Andrew Walder
Member of SOSS International Academic Advisory Board
and Short-term Visiting Professor of Sociology

The SOSS International Academic Advisory Board was formed in 2013. One of its roles is to conduct academic review 
for the School. SOSS senior student Koh Chiu Yee spoke to one of the Board members, Professor Andrew Walder 
and got to know more about him as well as his views on SMU and SMU students. Professor Andrew G. Walder is the 
Denise O’Leary and Kent Thiry Professor in the School of Humanities and Sciences, and Senior Fellow in the Freeman 
Spogli Institute for International Studies. Previously, he served as chair of the Department of Sociology, as director of 
the Walter H. Shorenstein Asia-Pacific Research Center, and as Director of the Division of International, Comparative 
and Area Studies in the School of Humanities and Sciences. He was the former Head of the Division of Social Science, 
School of Humanities and Social Sciences at Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.

Q: What sparked your interest in China?

That’s a long time ago! This was in the early 1970s when I was still a political science 
undergraduate then. I was interested in Marxism; I did not like Soviet Union that 
much, but I thought China was different. I found the Cultural Revolution fascinating, 
and that sparked my general interest. Also, there was a lot of publicity about China 
in America then. Nixon and the first few American delegations went to China about 
that time, and my academic advisor happened to be a China specialist who went to 
China on one of the first American delegations. I did a few classes under him, and 
that’s what did it.

Q: Do you speak Mandarin?

Yes, I’ve been studying it for 30 years. Not only did it help in my research, I couldn’t 
have done it if I couldn’t do my research in Chinese. I wouldn’t have any credibility 
as a scholar. At the very beginning I was much better at speaking than reading. My 
reading has gotten better now, but speaking gets a little bit rusty. I can talk fluently 
about topics related to my research, but discussing poetry and philosophy or ordinary 
films – that could be very hard for me.

... To be continued next page
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Q: Are there any stark difference between students 
from Stanford and SMU?

It’s too early to tell, but I have a favourable impression based on classroom demeanour. 
It’s harder to get students to talk initially, but once you’ve created the atmosphere 
in the class – they will. I personally understand that because I was very quiet in my 
undergraduate classes. It’s not that I didn’t have something to say; you just have to 
be patient and ask questions the right way. I don’t assume that students who talk a lot 
are more capable than the quieter ones. I wait until I see what they write, and I think 
that’s really the key. 

Q: What are some of the most interesting classes 
you have taught?

Well, you have to ask the students that question! But I think the most interesting class 
I’ve taught is a class on Post-Mao Chinese society at Peking University. Half the 
class consisted of Stanford students, and the other half was from Peking University. 
I taught about sensitive issues such as the US bombing of the Chinese embassy in 
Belgrade. At the beginning of the class, I asked the students: do you think the US 
bombed it on purpose? Every single one of the Chinese students raised their hands, 
and every single American student said no. We later discussed it at great length and 

Q: How do you spend your leisure time in Singapore?

Besides reading and writing, I spend my time going to 
restaurants. Singapore has great restaurants – and that’s 
another major reason why I came here. What I love about 
Singapore is you get the best of every cuisine. There are a lot 
of good European restaurants. But what I really like to eat 
here that I can’t get at home is good Malay and Peranakan 
food. Also, seafood here is great. Chilli crab is beginning to 
be my favourite.

Q: Any word of advice for our undergraduate 
students?

Work hard and don’t be afraid to setting your sights high. 
We get a lot of students from Singapore at Stanford, and I 
have a good feeling about SMU. It has a good atmosphere 
and I see students here studying all the time, so that’s a 
good sign.

looked at some articles considering different scenarios. At the end of the class, half of the Chinese students admitted that it was quite 
possible that the bombing was a mistake, and about half of the Americans wondered if it was not. It’s interesting how students from 
very different backgrounds deal with controversial topics like that. So in many ways, that stood out.

I also find teaching about China more meaningful in many ways for students from Mainland China. Most of these students are very 
interesting. The new generation is very different from their older brothers and sisters, whom I taught about 10-15 years ago, and are 
also very different from their parents, whom I also taught 30 years ago. So I’ve seen different generations of people from China – and 
how their interests and political views have changed.
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S M U - N H B  P a r t n e r s h i p

School of Social Sciences (SOSS) launched Singapore’s first ever museum studies course, titled ACM203: Introduction to Museum/
Gallery management. The course covers various disciplines related to museum studies and museum management, taught in practical 
lessons by heritage industry professionals and is run in partnership with National Heritage Board (NHB). Practical lessons are 
conducted with the support of the NHB Academy, the National Museum of Singapore, the Asian Civilisations Museum, the 
Peranakan Museum, and the Heritage Conservation Centre. 

The programme was conceived as a result of the dynamic developments in the arts and culture scene worldwide and in Singapore, 
and highlights the importance of a sound heritage education in arts graduates. Students will also be prepared to enter the growing 
arts and culture job market as heritage professionals, with 55 museums currently existing in Singapore, and more opportunities to 
work with community heritage and in events and tourism.

Mr Zulfadhli Hilmi Bin Mohamad, BSocSc class of 2014, was one of the ACM203 students. He interned at Asian Civilisations 
Museum under NHB from April to December 2012. He is now working with the Museum of Contemporary Arts and is also currently 
pursuing Masters of Arts (Southeast Asian Studies) at the National University of Singapore.

All photos by courtesy of Zulfadhli Hilmi Bin Mohamad 
Top: Tribal pieces for auction that Zulfadhli curated to be something like a cabinet of curiosities
Bottom: Zulfadhli (middle) with his mentor Dr Danny Tan (left) and designer Kelvin Yeo (right)

           Ever since I graduated, I was working with 33 Auction Pte as a Junior 
Specialist and have assisted with curation at the Museum of Contemporary 
Arts. ACM203 has definitely helped with regards to my understanding in key 
museology concepts and day-to-day functions of personnel in the museum. 
I recommend anyone who wants an insight to museum/gallery work to take 
this course. Professionally, these theoretical approaches are key for proper 
applications albeit some adjustments possibly through budgeting and 
availability of resources. 

The course helped me secure this job because the interview process in the 
Arts industry is tailored specific to the key tasks. For myself, I was tested 
to look at paintings and make assessments and judgment with regards to 
valuation and popularity of artworks. This course definitely trained my eyes 
to assess those works, especially since I had no prior fine arts background. 
Currently, I am considering my options as I have had offers by other museums 
and galleries, I am also in the board of a social enterprise that works with 
poverty alleviation and youth empowerment as it has always been my interest 
to contribute back to society. ”

A showcase of Affendi paintings, a world-renowned Indonesian Artist

“
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Ho Bee Professorship in
Chinese Economy and Business
Professor Dali Yang visited SOSS from 13 to 15 October 2014 under the Ho Bee Professorship. He is a member of the Committee 
of 100, an Advisory Board member of the Paulson Institute at the University of Chicago, a member of the National Committee on 
US-China Relations, and of the China Committee of the City of Chicago Sister Cities Committee. He has also been a consultant 
to industry, government agencies, and the World Bank. Professor Yang’s current research interests include the politics of China’s 
development, particularly regulation, governance, and state-society relations.

During his visit, he delivered a public lecture, conducted a research seminar and met up with faculty members, academic and 
industry partners.

... To be continued next page

Research Seminar, 13 Oct 2014

Modern states may be judged by how they deal and distribute 
risk. The character of the institutions and policies concerning 
the management and redistribution of risk also relate deeply 
to state-society relations and citizenship. In this research 
seminar,  Professor Yang assessed China’s struggles to deal 
with risk in areas such as drug safety and blood safety to 
shed new light on the development of China’s regulatory 
state. The seminar was attended by SOSS faculty members 
and academic partners.

The Politics of Risk Regulation in China
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A new generation of leaders has taken the helm in 
China. They inherit a China that has experienced 
more than three decades of hyper growth. Yet the 
Chinese development model is being tested by growing 
imbalances even while the Chinese leadership faces 
growing public expectations at home and rising demand 
abroad. In this lecture, Professor Yang discussed the 
challenges to and prospects for China’s governance.

Public Lecture, 14 Oct 2014
Chinese Governance in the Age of Rising 
Expectations

(L-R) Prof Arnoud De Meyer, Prof Andrew Walder, Prof Dali Yang, Mr Chua Thian Poh, Mr Peh Shing Huei and Prof James Tang

(Clockwise from top right): 1. Prof Yang delivering his lecture. 2. 
Questions & Answers session. 3. Audience posting a question to Prof 
Yang. 4. Audiences listened with keen interest on the topic presented 
during the lecture.
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The SOSS Dean’s List Award Presentation Ceremony was held on Friday, 
5 September 2014 at the SMU Music and Drama Lab. 55 students were 
placed on the Dean’s List for their outstanding academic results in 
AY2013/14. Each awardee received a certificate and a plaque.

Congratulations to all winners!

Dean’s List Award Presentation

Admission Year 2013/14

Admission Year 2010/11

Admission Year 2011/12

Admission Year 2012/13

● ANG ZHE JUN, RACHEL   ● FELICIA ANG JIA LER   ● HARSHVARDHAN MEHTA   ● HO YU FONG
● ISHAN VENKAT PADMANABHAN   ● LIM SHAN YEOW, CALEB CHARLES   ● NG DERONG IAN
● SEOW LI PANG, TIMOTHY JOEL   ● TAN KIAN GUAN, CLIFF   ● TAN YIWEN   ● YAP SHIEN TAH

● CHAM YANWEI, DERRICK   ● LAU SENG YAP   ● LEE YANE   ● PHAN HOANG VIET   ● SUBADEVAN 
S/O MAHADEVAN   ● SUBIR ROY   ● SUDIP ROY   ● TAN TIONG YEOW   ● WU ZHUANGWEI IAN

● ADRIEL CHUA YONG HUI   ● CARMEN FAITH CHAN JIE NING   ● CHIANG LI LING, CLARA
● DIONG HUI YEE   ● JANE WANG SHUFANG   ● KANG LONG   ● LEE JING YI   ● LIM CHENG YEE
● NASHITA THEVANATHAN PILLAY   ● NG YU HANG   ● ROSLINA BINTI ABDUL LATIF YONG
● TAN WEN YUN   ● TAY MING QUAN, ALSON   ● TERENCE TAN HAN SIONG   ● WANG JIAQI, JOY

● ANG WEI ZHENG   ● CHUA LI-EN   ● CLARENCE LAU MUNG WAI   ● GOH PEI ZHU, GILLIAN         
● IGNATIUS TAN HUI BOON   ● INDERA ARUN   ● KOK YULING   ● LESTER SIM WEI XIANG                 
● LIM YAN PIN   ● LIM ZHI AN JULIUS   ● MOHAMAD ARIFFIN BIN RASHID   ● MUHAMMAD 
ISMAIL BIN SAMAT  ● NG SHIN RAY, SAMANTHA   ● NG YONG LIANG, JONATHAN   ● PHAY SU 
MIN, MELANIE   ● S BHUVANESWARI   ● TAN PEI YUN   ● WONG BOON KENG GEORGE   ● WONG 
CHUN YING, ELEANOR  ● ZHANG JIAYI
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International and Asian Studies 
Study Mission 2014
By Seraphina Leo Rui Ping, BSocSc Yr 3

The International and Asian Studies Study Mission introduces students to interdisciplinary perspectives on complex contemporary 
issues related to the environment, tourism, diversity, culture, religion and business in Indonesia.

Admittedly not my “first love”, my interest on IAS and Indonesia grew as the semester progressed. The course exposes us to 
conceptual discussions over six seminars in SMU. The one-week study mission in East Java enabled us to contextualize the topics 
covered in the seminars and enabled us to experience first-hand various social issues in the field. 

Throughout the journey, we had the opportunity to re-examine and rethink our construct of labels, authenticity, stereotypes, diverse 
groups’ characteristics and the interconnected relationships of various agents on these social issues. 

We visited a mudflow disaster site, local villages, Islamic institutions, an orphanage for children with disability and a human rights 
organization for sexual minorities. These experiences provided contextual anchors and made our learning episodes meaningful. 

Moreover, at the Kaliandra Eco-resort where we stayed for five days, we were able to experience environmental conservation 
practices like organic farming. This experience has challenged our desensitized attitude towards environmental issues. 

... To be continued next page
Agroforestry (Seraphina, 2nd from left)

Bakti Luhur
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Although the course has focused on the context of 
Indonesia, its impact on me has been far beyond 
Indonesia. I felt that all aspects of my life have 
been challenged by this study mission. A case in 
point is the practice of reflexivity that the course 
has taught us. Through such practice, we learned 
to mindfully consider other perspectives and step 
into the shoes of the “other”.  

The study mission would not have been 
so successful and enjoyable without the 
encouragement from Assistant Professor Hoon 
Chang Yau. He gave us freedom to surface our 
thoughts and helped us build trust through the safe 
space of the circle process.  This freedom has also 
enabled me to engage in an exceptional learning 
experience together with the rest of my classmates.

...  Continued from previous page

Kaliandra Eco Resort

(Left) Kaliandra Cultural Night
(Bottom) Mesjid Cheng Hoo

Quotes from our fellow classmates:

“The Study Mission that you CANNOT MISS” – 
Lee Wen Jin, BSocSc Yr 4

“It’s amazing that life has brought us on 
a journey of self-discovery.” – John Soh, 
BSc(Econ) Yr 4

“We go to school not only to learn about 
mainstream academic stuffs but also to learn 
about the intricacies of the journey of life” – 
Yus Handry, BSocSc Yr 3
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Overseas Exchange @
University of British Columbia, Canada

By Sim Jing Han, BSocSc Yr 4

“The Best Place on Earth”. This was the slogan I saw printed on the vehicle registration plates in British Columbia 
(BC), Canada, when I first arrived in Vancouver. My first thought: “Wow, that’s a really bold statement to make”. After 
spending four wonderful months in this beautiful state however, I have to say that BC could indeed be one of the best 
places on Earth to live in.

If you’ve not already guessed, I was in Vancouver for my exchange at the University of British Columbia (UBC) from 
31st December 2013 to 1st May 2014. In these four months, I experienced the long depressing winter months, the 
beautiful but short-lived springtime, and even a little of the glorious summer days. Studying in UBC was a completely 
different experience itself. For a start, its campus occupies around 993 acres of land and has a student population of 
57,000. Walking from residence to my classes easily took me fifteen minutes and the campus itself almost functions as 
a self-contained city, complete with its own fire station and hospital.

British Columbia has a resource-based economy, centring on the forestry and mining industries. As such, they traditionally 
place great importance on the preservation and conservation of nature, making it one of the best places on Earth to 
experience all that Mother Nature has to offer. In winter, I go to Whistler Mountain frequently to snowboard, where I 
was met with pristine snow as well as spectacular views of the West Coast mountain ranges. Having never snowboarded 
before, it took me two months and many falls to learn the skills to navigate the snowboard. I then spent the next two 
months zipping down the runs, trying to cover all possible routes down the mountains of the largest ski resort in North 
America.

Whistler Mountain Vancouver: Grouse Mountain, a ski resort on the outskirts of the city
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As winter draws to a close, I was greeted one day 
with streets lined with blooming cherry blossoms, 
signalling the arrival of spring. All along the streets 
of UBC, were cherry blossom trees, with their 
signature pink petals. It was a spectacular sight. Many 
people flocked to Japan to see the cherry blossoms in 
spring, but who knew that Vancouver has so many 
cherry blossom trees too! I also took advantage 
of the warmer temperatures to visit the Capilano 
Suspension Bridge, a simple suspension bridge that 
is 180 metres long, and seventy metres above the 
Capilano River. Crossing the bridge was a thrilling 
experience, the bridge swaying with every step that 
I took. Upon reaching the other side, I found myself 
in a dense forest, surrounded by trees that were easily 
200 years old. Surrounded by nature, I found it to be 
eerily quiet, but strangely reassuring as well. Spring: Cherry blossoms along a street in UBC

Capilano Suspension Bridge

All in all, it has been a great semester in UBC, and my greatest take-away was learning to appreciate what nature has 
to offer us. My advice to all my juniors considering heading for an exchange overseas: Go for it. Go out and expose 
yourself to a new country, and sometimes you’ll be surprised at what you can learn from the whole experience.

Shannon Falls: Third highest waterfall in British Columbia
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Overseas Exchange @
KOC University, Istanbul, Turkey

By Ian Wu Zhuangwei, BSocSc Yr 4

As I pen this article on Christmas Eve, I face the prospect 
of a final examination for an introductory course in 
Philosophy on Christmas morning. You might ask 
me where I am, and to that I’d reply “Türkiye’ye hoş 
geldiniz!”

I consider myself fortunate to have had the opportunity 
to go on exchange this past semester at Koç (pronounced 
“coach”) University in Istanbul, Turkey. When it was 
time to apply for an overseas exchange placement, I 
was certain that while exploring a different part of the 
world was part of the plan, I also wanted to actually take 
courses that I had an interest in. Having heard of the 
numerous half-hearted and “sian” experiences of others 
being forced to take certain classes and not others, I was 
determined to find a school that allowed me the freedom 
and flexibility to choose. It was with this in mind that I 
eventually decided on Koç, since 95% of the courses are 
offered in English.

Koç University at dawn. 

Overview of Cappadocia, famous for the fairy chimneys that housed Christians 
fleeing from persecution. 

Perhaps one of the most unique experiences at Koç was a 
field trip to a Turkish prison for a class on the Sociology 
of Crime & Deviance. As with prisons in any other 
country, locals are not granted access into these facilities. 
As a foreign exchange student, such an opportunity was 
a remarkably eye-opening one where we were allowed to 
visit the actual cells and rooms that prisoners are housed in. 
One surprising observation that I made was that prisoners 
were not required to don mandatory overalls, as is the case 
in most other countries. Advocates of the labeling theory 
would tell you then that this perhaps reduces the stigma 
normally associated to one’s status as a prisoner. 

Situated at the northernmost part of Istanbul, the Koç 
University campus sits atop a hill surrounded by forests, 
overlooking the Black Sea. It was a drastic change from the 
city campus that I was used to back home, but nonetheless 
a welcomed one. Koç is a private university owned by the 
immensely influential Koç family, and rumor has it that 
when any of the family members visit the university, they 
arrive via helicopter!
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Asians are a rare sight in certain areas of Turkey, and some were more enthusias-
tic to see us as compared to others. Picture credit: Tan Kah Han

Stone head statues at Mount 
Nemrut, constructed by a King 
who wanted to be close to the 
gods and heaven.

Now what’s a self-professed introvert to do during a 
semester on exchange in a country where, parties seem to 
make up the social life of an average young person? While 
most headed down to Taksim Square at 10pm to begin a 
night of revelry, there was nothing more that I wanted 
than some time alone in my room. I realized about three 
months into my exchange semester that it’s one thing to 
be alone, but a whole other thing to be lonely. I knew 
that I was comfortable being alone; yet, I never knew 
that I was unprepared to be lonely. It’s perhaps in times 
when we find ourselves in unfamiliar and uncomfortable 
situations that we are forced to make a decision, either to 
remain where you are at, or to do something that could 
perhaps make it better. I saw this as an opportunity to 
be someone different, to purposefully place myself in 
a situation that I knew would make me uncomfortable. 
Istanbul is a bustling and vibrant city, and I chose to pick 
a certain district to explore each weekend. Be it having 
a coffee at one of the many quaint cafes at Karaköy, or 
wandering around spice bazaars at Fatih, through putting 
myself in the daily lives of the Turkish, I was gradually 
able to gain a much more comprehensive understanding 
of Turkish society and life in Istanbul. 

Many people have asked me, why Turkey? Before I came 
to Turkey, I wasn’t sure myself. The only thing I knew 
was that I had wanted to spend the semester in a region 
of the world that I was unfamiliar with. Ask me that same 
question now, and this would be my answer. Most of us 
have different reasons for wanting to go on exchange 
abroad, be it travelling to see new places, being close to 
loved ones or simply to take a break from the Singapore 
system. My reason for coming to Turkey was that it 
placed me in a country where discomfort was a regular 
occurrence, and by this I mean to make no judgments 
about the country and its people. Rather, I had a lifestyle 
that I was used to back home, and coming to Turkey 
placed me in one that I found to be very different from 
what I was used to. For me, that was the value of my 
semester abroad. 

There is a famous saying in a poem by J. R. R. Tolkien, 
that “not all those who wander are lost.” To be lost means 
that one already has a destination in mind. Yet perhaps, 
wandering is to be desired in and of itself, for through the 
revelations of the different paths that exist, we eventually 
stumble upon the one that we knew we were always 
meant to take.

Student Activities

A hot air balloon ride is definitely 
one of the most magical experi-
ences for any visitor to Turkey.
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Overseas Exchange @
Bifrost School of Business, Iceland

By Tan Tiong Yeow, BSocSc Yr 4

... To be continued next page

Q: Why did you choose this university 
over other options?

To me, international exchange is an opportunity to live in a 
foreign country, experiencing their way of life and learning 
about the country. Thus, the question of where is more 
important than which. Faced with a wide array of options, 
I narrowed down my choices according to four criteria: 
Culture, safety, costs, and unique experience.

Firstly, I chose Europe amongst the seven continents due 
to its heterogeneous cultures across the various European 
countries. I wanted to exploit this opportunity to travel 
around Europe at the same time and expose myself to 
different cultures. Secondly, safety is of utmost importance 
and I decided to focus more on the less “chaotic” Western 
European countries. Thirdly, as I would be paying out 
of my own pocket, cost is a major consideration. Due to 
the Icelandic financial crisis in 2007 and from the past 
feedbacks from seniors, I supposed that the costs in Iceland 
would be slightly lower as compared to others. (Actually 
that proved to be untrue after months of living there.) 
Lastly, I wanted my exchange experience to be a unique 
one. Iceland fits the bill with its chilling climate, slow pace 
of life, and abundance of nature.

Q: What are the preparation you made 
for the exchange?

As the old adage goes, “Half your luggage and double 
your money”. Having sufficient or even excess money is 
definitely crucial and in preparation, I spent the previous 
two semesters working part-time in SMU and taking up 
TA-ships to earn bucks for my exchange. Apart from that, I 
had to prepare the necessary documents for the application 
of an Icelandic residence permit months before flying off. 
Furthermore, Icelandic kronas (Icelandic currency) are 
not available in Singapore and thus I prepared Euros for 
changing upon reaching Iceland. Alternatively, as most of 
Icelanders use cards for their daily transactions, (there is a 
comical illustration of a typical Icelander’s wallet which 
consists nothing except for his/her credit card) I brought 
along mine. Lastly, known for its ridiculously strong wind 
(the strongest wind during my stay was 50m/s) and rough 
terrains, I had to ensure that my gears were adequate for 
Iceland’s challenging climate.

Picture at Sólheimajökull Glacier Snowing in mid-October!
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Q: What are your observations/advice 
that you wish to share with fellow SOSS 
students when selecting a university for 
exchange etc.?

One piece of advice is not to blindly follow your friends 
when selecting for a university for exchange. It is a rare 
opportunity and you should not waste it. It is crucial to 
reflect on what do you want most out of the international 
exchange. They will form the main criteria to select your 
choices from. For me, they are culture, cost, safety and 
unique experience. For others, the prestige of the university 
or the modules offered might be paramount. Everybody 
has different exchange experience and you should not 
be limited only to those glamorously portrayed on social 
media. Only then, you will have an exchange experience 
that you will not regret!

Q: What did you learn from the 
exchange?

No matter how much my preparations were, there existed 
this constant fear of the unknown. I had learnt to take it 
in my stride, relieving myself in the knowledge that I had 
done whatever I could and I just had to deal with whatever 
unexpected things that came along. Furthermore, living 
away from home, I learnt to be independent, without 
the physical support of my family and friends. Indeed, 
the advancement of social media and technology such 
as Facebook and Skype had allowed the maintenance of 
interactions, but the lack of physical interactions made 
me feel lonely at times. Apart from personal growth, 
I had also learnt about the various cultures from my 
international friends as well as tasted the food that they 
had prepared in our International Food Night whereby we 
all prepared something unique to our countries. Lastly, the 
takeaway from my exchange was surprisingly an increased 
appreciation for my country, Singapore. During my stay in 
Iceland, I found myself missing the hustle and bustle of 
Singapore city life. Weirdly but true, I missed Singapore 
food, malls, and more importantly, kopi peng from our 
local coffee shops!

Picture with the volcano behind Bifrost University Picture at Geysir
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Overseas Internship @ Shanghai Ocean Aquarium
By Han Meng, BSocSc Yr 4

When I told my family and friends that I am going 
to Shanghai for a summer internship, everyone was 
excited and supportive. “Wow! What an experience! 
But which company?” “Shanghai Ocean Aquarium.”, 
I replied. And there goes the awkward silence. Most 
of them did not understand why would I give up an 
internship with a local firm to go all the way to an 
aquarium in Shanghai. Well, I guess my years spent 
in SMU has taught me that there is no harm in trying 
something new, because you can always be a different 
you (U).

Like all the sophomores, I was frantically looking 
for internship opportunities on OnTRAC. One day, I 
saw that Shanghai Ocean Aquarium’s Educational 
Department needed an English translator, for both 
verbal and writing purposes. Since young, I always 
adore the translators for the head of states that I saw on 
the television. “This is it! I am going to give it a try!”. 
There goes my application.

Unlike other interns, I spent my formative years in 
China and I have relatives in Shanghai, so cultural 
difference, accommodation and Visa application were 
not much of an issue to me. However, looking back at 
how lost my peers were before they finally met their 
career consultant at the end of week 13, I would say 
it would be great if the school or the Career Services 
center could provide a Q&A page for the incoming 
interns to seek answers from. 

First day at work

When I arrived in Shanghai, though it was not my first time, I was still awed by the gigantic size of the metropolitan! 
There are twenty million people living there, so I was struck dumbfound by the traffic during the rush hours. (Here is 
another piece of advice: in Shanghai, avoiding the peak hours is a must). Other than that, my experience with Shanghai 
was a breeze - Shanghainese are warmhearted folks and the city has English translation for almost everything.
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Finally, I embarked on my long-waited internship. The Education Department is full of “fresh blood” and they are 
effectively bilingual. My supervisor is a friendly lady in her early 50s. Hence, she was guiding me like who a mother 
would do. Throughout the internship, apart from my daily routine job of doing translation, I was privileged to join 
numerous projects - designing theme for the Christmas season, promoting the importance of marine time conservation 
at an international science & technology education fair, and most importantly, I was part of the team that prepared for 
the arrival of foreign officials. As you can see, my internship experience was really fun and exciting!

On the flip side, the biggest challenge I faced was managing interpersonal relationship. Chinese culture preaches the 
order of hierarchy, so one must know one’s role well. And Chinese are also very sensitive when it comes to “face issue”. 
Hence, rather than saying whatever that comes to my mind, like what we always do in SMU project meetings, I had 
to screen my speech before presenting my thoughts. However, I would say SOSS modules, such as Understanding 
Societies has prepared me well for these cultural differences.

On an ending note, I encourage all SOSS students to explore their interests and career goals before plunging themselves 
into an internship search, because that will lead you to the right place. I found my place, and so can you!

Fish inside the Aquarium

...  Continued from previous page

Lovely collegues

Last day at the Aquarium, colleagues 
bought a cake for me

Celebrating internship 
buddy’s birthday
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There is Nothing Like (an SOSS) Family…
The School of Social Sciences Alumni Reunion was held on the evening of 24 September 2014 at the SMU University 
Lounge. This year, we saw close to 90 of our alumni from various cohorts coming back to catch up with one another. 
Besides partaking in a sumptuous buffet spread, our alumni were serenaded by the talented musical duo of Shi Li and 
Adi, two YouTube sensations who have previously performed at the F1 Singapore Grand Prix and the National Day 
Parade. There was also a roaming photographer who went around to take instant photos for the alumni to take home 
as mementos. From the smiles and happy faces that were seen that night, it was evident that the friendships and bonds 
forged between our alumni are still going strong. The event closed with the two performers giving us a soulful rendition 
of “Closing Time”, the song that the SMU Library used to play daily just before it closed for the night. It was a subtle 
reminder that even though the night was ending, it would only be a short time before they would see one another again.
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Student Achievement

SOSS congratulates two SMU students, Ms 
Kim Shi Yin (LLB student with second major 
in International and Asian Studies) and  Mr 
Adam Bin Iryadi (LLB student), who were 
selected to participate in the Model ASEM 
2014 (student simulation of ASEM summit 
in Milan). Both of them were enrolled in a 
SOSS module, European Union Politics, which 
helped to lay the groundwork and prepared 
them for the event. One hundred and fifty 
selected participants gathered in Milan, from 8 

Congratulations!

to 11 October 2014, for a simulation of an intergovernmental summit inspired by the Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM). 
The actual 10th ASEM Summit took place from 16-17 October 2014 in Milan, Italy. At Model ASEM 2014, students 
negotiated, shared their vision on Asia-Europe collaboration and built up consensus for a declaration on ASEM related 
issues such as sustainable growth, security and public health. Shi Yin won an award for the speech she delivered at the 
event while Adam represented Singapore. Heartiest congratulations to both!

Shi Yin, on the right, receiving her award Adam, back row first on the left, 
representing Singapore

Shi Yin: “Attending Model ASEM 2014 has been a transformative experience for me, not just for the chance to travel to 
the beautiful city of Milan, but for the opportunity to make friends from across 50 countries and have a go at diplomacy 
first-hand. These opportunities have given me room to develop my soft skills and broaden my experiences in ways that 
can never be reflected in a GPA transcript. I am now convinced that diplomacy and international cooperation is the way 
forward to solving world problems for our generation.”

SMU Emerging Artist Award

SOSS student Koh Hui Rong received the SMU Emerging Artist Award in 
recognition of her active involvement and accomplishments in arts. 

Congratulations, Hui Rong!
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Journal 

“Cultural differences in prioritizing applicant attributes when assessing employment suitability” by Ghin Hee Serena WEE, P. 
K. JONASON, Pin Cheng Norman LI, 2014, 23, European Journal of Work and Organizational Psychology, 946-956

“Ré-inventer le Nouvel An Chinois Dans l’Indonésie de l’après Suharto” by Chang Yau HOON, 06/2014, 17, Le Banian, 20-31

“When Do Employees Commit to Their Supervisors? Different Interaction Effects of Perceived Supervisor Integrity and 
Perceived Supervisor Support on Chinese and American Subordinates’ Commitment to the Supervisor” by Chi-Ying CHENG, 
D. JIANG, J. H. RILEY, C. JEN, B. CHENG, 2014, The Leadership Quarterly

Faculty Research

Faculty in the News

Ann FLORINI - 19 Dec 2014, Channel NewsAsia
The Year Ahead 2015

David CHAN - 6 Dec 2014, The Straits Times
Values, outrage and the good society in 2014 

CLICK HERE FOR  FULL LIST OF SOSS FACULTY IN THE NEWS

Chapters in Books

“Introduction: Coping with Change - Understanding Ethnic Chinese Business Behavior” by Menkhoff THOMAS, Yue Wah CHAY, 
Evers HANS-DIETER, Chang Yau HOON, Catalysts of Change: Chinese Business in Asia, Thomas Menkhoff, Chay Yue Wah, 
Hans-Dieter Evers and Hoon Chang Yau (eds), 2014, World Scientific, xxiii - lx

“Variations in multicultural experience: Socio-cognitive processes and bicultural identity integration” by Chi-Ying CHENG, F. 
LEE, V. BENET-MARTÍNEZ, A.-M. D. NGUYEN, The Handbook of Multicultural Identity: Basic and Applied Psychological Per-
spectives, Benet-Martínez, V. & Hong, Y. (Eds), 2014, Oxford University Press, 296-299

Conference Papers

“Influence of Bicultural Identity Integration on Creative Idea Generation and Selection” by Chi-Ying CHENG, 4-7 Dec 2014, 
Management and Organization Review (MOR) Inaugural Research Frontiers Conference, Hong Kong

“The Politics of “Serving the People”: The Reinvention of Social Services in Contemporary China” by CHUNG Wai Keung, 5-6 
Dec 2014, The Annual Conference of the Hong Kong Sociological Association on “Managing Integration and Transformation in 
Greater China”, Hong Kong

“Teaming Up: The Interplay of UN and Regional IGO Sanctions” by Clara PORTELA, 15 Dec 2014, Kolleg-Forschergruppe Jour 
Fixe Seminar of the Research College “The Transformative Power of Europe”, Berlin, Germany

CLICK HERE FOR FULL LIST OF SOSS RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS

http://socsc.smu.edu.sg/news?catid=174
http://socsc.smu.edu.sg/publications

